EMC kit for NewClassD Singularity 2 Class D Amplifier
A Class D module is a component, in a larger system of components, which make up a power amplifier.
Each component must have low RF emissions, but as each component is placed in the power amplifier,
the emissions and immunity of each component may change. Therefore it is the entire system or power
amplifier that must comply to low RF emissions standards, so it will not affect radio traffic of other systems,
or even your radio or TV reception. The emission of the NCDV2 module is typically not high enough to
interfere with radio or TV reception, or normal household wireless communication, however it may still
in some cases interfere with sensitive radio communication, therefore it is a very good idea to install our
EMC kit, which is now redesigned to not affect the ultralow distortion of the amplifier.
Important: The EMC kit is part of our CE certification, so the amplifier will only comply, if the EMC kit is used.
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As you can see the EMC kit is very effective, and now included with every set of Singularity 2 modules.
If you have an existing Class D amplifier from us, we highly recommend getting your free EMC kit for it.
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Installation.
The kit contains:
4 Clamp On Ferrite beads 8mm.
8 Capacitors 1nF 1kV ceramic.
2 Capacitors 10nF 100V polypropylene.
2 Solder eyelets.
12 cm. of adhesive copper tape.
1..Turn off the power, remove the mains wire, and disconnect the 4 pin power connectors from each module.
2..Solder 2 of the yellow capacitors to a solder eyelet with wire cut down to about 10mm.
3..Bend the eyelet 90 degrees.
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4..Loosen the screw closest to the text Singularity 2 and fit the eyelet under it. Make Sure it does not
have contact with any component pin or pcb via when you tighten the screw again.
5..Solder the other end of the capacitor to GND, the nearest point is as shown on the photo.

6..Mount a 1nF capacitor across each output terminal.

7..Mount the copper tape on the backplate just over the speaker terminals. Mount a 1nF capacitor from
each output terminal to the copper tape.

8..Mount a 10nF across each set of speaker terminals.
9..Clamp on a ferrite bead on each set of speaker wire. Important both wires of tha speaker MUST go
through the same clamp, otherwise the clamp may produce distortion. But this way the clamp will not
affect the distortion.
10..Roll the power supply wires once through the remaining set of ferrite beads. The wire should typically
be cut to 30cm long for an installation like shown here. Note on this photo the other screw is used for
pt. 4, but don‹t let that confuse you. It may be easier to get the wires to fit, if you cut off the small
plastic springs in each end of the clamp.

